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Ra DSPs gee ® ” a te "6, PERSONNEL, ORGANIZATION, O@ INSTALLATION INVOLVED: SUBJECT and Dallas Police ~ 
b> SUMMARY: The following related to S/As Vest and Lanyon, Region IT by Gap ; oes" Dewdy, Dallas Police. SUBJECT's wife has Signed a statement stating that SUBJECT “-"ner7 > owned the rifle which is believed to be the weapon that fired the shot that - - ~~" Kkdled President Kennedy and wounded Gov Connally. (this info has not been ~~~ a released to the pablic) The rifle was manufactured in Italy in 190 (6.5mm) The police have interviewed a witness who his stated that aman fitting SUBJ=ST!s description in company of another man were observed by this witness on 20 Nov 63 in the innediate vicinity of the place where President Kennedy was killed, _ ee These men were observed sighting in a rifle at two silhouette targets. When the ee police arrived on the scene they realized they were in the direct line of sight So attempted to aroroach the men by circling around to their rear. When . the two officers arrived at the Spot where the men were last observed the xen had disappeared. The witness further stated that he saw an old model car parked in the vicinity of where the two men were observed with the rifle. se oe _ .. description of the car Nts the description of the car that SUBJECT was = 0 o>’: etg ‘@riving. Witness believes there was a nan sitting in the car. (thts info has -“,, ° ++ Mot been released to the public) The Slugs that killed President Kennedy and ea wounded Gov Connally have not been recovered. __’ : - ~- 8. SIGNIFICANCE AND/OR EFFECT UPON MILITARY INSTALLATI 
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